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Donald Trump loves and violently defends
the slave-owning Confederacy as part of “our
great American heritage.”
He has condemned, and issued executive
orders to severely punish, people pulling down
statues honoring soldiers and leaders of the
Confederacy who fought to preserve and extend
slavery. These statues were put up to celebrate
slavery, and as monuments to white supremacy,
during the days of “Jim Crow” when Black
people as a whole were openly segregated and
discriminated against, and constantly subjected
to lynching and all-around terror, for generations
even after slavery was ended.

What else can it be, but genocidal racism,
when Trump insists on severely punishing
people who want to bring down these
monuments to slavery and racist terror?!
(If you still think this is an exaggeration—going
too far to say this about Trump—then you still
don’t know who Donald Trump really is. Look for
Part 9: further evidence of Donald Trump as a
genocidal racist.)

* Genocide means killing off a whole people, or a large part of that people. Genocide is what the Europeans did to the native
peoples in America, while stealing their land. Genocide is Hitler and the NAZIs murdering six million Jews. Donald Trump is a
genocidal racist.
Donald Trump hates Black people, and everybody who is not a “white, English-speaking, Christian American.” If he could, he would
kill off a whole lot of them, and put many of the rest in jail for life, or drive them out of the country.

Donald Trump—
GENOCIDAL
RACIST
On August 12, 2017, fascists and white supremacists rallied in
Charlotesville, Virginia, under the statue of Confederate General
Robert E. Lee—who led the war to defend slavery in the Civil War.
Earlier, the city had announced that the statue would be taken
down, provoking reactionary outrage. Photo shows Virignia state
troopers at the statue before the KKK-Nazi rally.
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